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Public Health
Environmental Health Services
RETAIL FOOD PROTECTION - OFFICIAL INSPECTION REPORT
FACILITY NAME

REINSPECTION DATE

BURGER KING

Not Specified

LOCATION

71707 29 PALMS HWY, TWENTYNINE PALMS, CA 92277
TIME IN

5:50 PM

TIME OUT

FACILITY ID

6:45 PM

FA0005232

RELATED ID

PR0012133

INSPECTOR

PERMIT EXPIRATION

IDENTIFIER:

12/31/2018

SERVICE:

PE

1621

DATE

Mechelle Rouse

7/13/2018

PEP
013 - FOOD - BILLABLE INSPECTION SERVICES

RESULT:

001 - CORRECTIVE ACTION NOT REQUIRED

ACTION:

015 - PERMIT REINSTATED / FACILITY RE-OPEN

RETAIL FOOD PROTECTION - Public Eating Pl (25-99 Seats)
Based on an inspection this day, the items marked below identify the violation(s) in operation or facilities which must be corrected. Failure to correct
listed violation(s) prior to the designated compliance date may necessitate an additional inspection to be billed at the hourly rate as provided in the
San Bernardino County Code, Schedule of Fees.
Administrative Order to Show Cause (OSC): The Permittee has the right to a hearing if requested in writing within 15 calendar days of receipt of this
notice, to show cause why the permit to operate should not be suspended or revoked; otherwise the right to a hearing shall be deemed waived.
See the following pages for the code sections and general requirements that correspond to each violation listed below.

No Violations Cited
Overall Inspection Comments
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Note:
This facility was closed on July 12,2018 due to rodent infestation.
The following observations were found on the previous re-inspection:
- One rodent dropping was observed on the mouse trap set up in the dry storage area next to the office
- The bait placed on the mouse trap under the warewashing sink was observed to have been partially consumed
- 2 fresh rodent droppings were observed in the floor sink under the prep table
- 1 fresh rodent dropping was observed between the ice machine and the soft served machine
- 2 gnawed dipper packets of ranch sauce were observed on the shelf at the drive through window under the registers
where the sauce and jelly packets are stored.
- The floor sink under the ice machine was observed to have excess buildup and debris.
- One fresh rodent dropping was observed under the cook station near an unsnapped trap.
- One gnawed packet of honey mustard dipping sauce was observed in the box of honey mustard dipping sauce located
under the front customer counter
- 4-5 gnawed packets of Ranch dipping sauce were observed in the box of Ranch dipping Sauces that are adjacent to
the honey mustard sauces noted above and under the front customer counter
- Approximately 6 rodent droppings were observed on top of the Ranch dipping sauce packets in the box where the
gnawed packets were observed
- In the customer area, under the soda machine in the far left cabinet, where there had previously been a gap in the wall
(the gap had been sealed with spray insulation after recent inspection to prevent vermin harborage), observed the spray
insulation gnawed on, leaving a pile of insulation under the gap. The gap from the previous week had been sealed with
steel wool. The new gnawing was observed on the top portion of the spray insulation that was not observed to be
gnawed during Monday's inspection. (Photos were taken for comparison)
- 2 snapped traps observed under the soda machine area.
- Fresh rodent dropping observed to the outside of the back door of the facility, to the left of the door, near the openings
to the black rodent bait traps.
- The steel netting that was used to cover a drain pipe on the exterior of the facility to the left of the customer trash cans
was observed to have a gap in the netting.
- Pest control records were observed for 7/11/2018. Records stated " #1: storage room on roof door- patched temporarily
'NEEDS TO BE REPLACED" ASAP/ #2 Hot water heater vent- steel wool and foam to repair/ #3 A.C. Vent on roof
screen was pushed in by cable T.V. - Re-screened vent, found hole in the duct work Need A.C. company to repair/ #4 2
attic vents well dislodged from wall and had gaps at bottoms reattached and filled gaps with steel wool"
- The manager and staff were unaware of the contaminated food products under the front counter. The boxes containing
gnawed product were voluntarily condemned and discarded.
- The temporary seal on the electrical outlet on the exterior of the facility is no longer in place
A follow up inspection was done on this day July 13,2018 and the following observations were made:
-Twenty-seven (27) traps were placed within the facility(Underneath cash register, soda machine, dry storage area, and
surrounding areas throughout the facility.
-Upon inspection, no rodents were found on any of the traps within the facility.
-Manager has five(5) tightly sealed container bins with sauces stored inside.
-No evidence of any food items being gnawed on has been observed.
-No rodent dropping were observed on the day of inspection.
The following items were repaired as of 7-13-18:
-Roof drain pipes were properly sealed with tightly fitting caps located on the outside of the facility near the dumpster.
-Electrical port was sealed with a plate located outside of the facility.
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-Roof vent on top of the facility was sealed with new mesh wiring.
-Air duct with an observed hole was repaired.
-Ceiling above the soda machine next to the drive through window was sealed and repaired.
Pest control records from Dewey Pest Control were observed twice for 7-13-18. Record stated at 1:45pm-"A thorough
inspection has been conducted on the interior of the facility, starting at the top of every appliance then working way down
to all counter tops and food prep areas, finally ending on the floor. No rodent activity was found at the time of inspection.
All traps were rodent free. Follow up 7-14-18.
Record stated for7-13-18 at 4:15pm"Inspected all repairs on roof, no activity or sign of damage has been found. Two
traps have been set with a follow up for 7-14-18"
The health permit for this facility was suspended on 07-12-18 due to an infestation of rodents in the kitchen facility. This
billable second re-inspection was requested by the operator. The operator produced professional exterminator receipts
that showed this facility has been treated for rodents on 7-11-18 and 7-13-18 On this date no evidences of vermin
including cockroaches were observed in this facility. The health permit to operate this facility is hereby reinstated this
date. Continue to operate this kitchen facility free from vermin- including but not limited to rodents.

Signature(s) of Acknowledgement

NAME: Faraz Shere
TITLE: Owner
Total # of Images: 0
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